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In 2012, the 111 million cars and 121 million trucks registered in the United States 

traveled a total of 2.97 trillion vehicle miles on US roads.1 In the same year, the US 

transportation sector consumed 196 billion gallons of petroleum. Powering personal and 

commercial vehicles prompts complex impacts with pollution, congestion and safety. As 

cities expand and affluence rises, traffic congestion is becoming problematic: human 

errors create suboptimal spacing and wasteful acceleration/deceleration, increasing the 

human and environmental risks. With accidents causing over 30,000 deaths annually,2 

motor vehicle use is among the most dangerous and costly individual activities in the 

United States. 

 

To respond to these core challenges facing the transportation sector, we imagine a 

system void of harmful emissions or high fatality rates. This strategy includes 

transitioning from personal combustion-powered vehicles toward grid-powered 

transportation, as well as relinquishing manual vehicle control to more sophisticated and 

calculated driving methods. In this proposal, we reimagine a portion of California’s 

highway as a pilot system of electric highways (e-highways) that can dynamically 

charge autonomous, electric vehicles (EVs). 

 

In a world bound by petroleum-fueled transportation infrastructure, this plan may seem 

far-reaching. We have found, however, that the core component technology is available, 

functional, and may be integrated into a single system. For this reason, we focus the 

																																																													
1 Transportation Energy Data Book, 2014. 
2 FastStats, “Accidents or Unintentional Injusries,” http://goo.gl/O96y5W. 
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bulk of our proposal on phased integration of these technologies to create a viable 

alternative to the current system of automotive travel.  

 

SOCIETAL GOALS 

Targeting key concerns around pollution, congestion and safety, the goals of our 

proposed system are four-fold: 1) reduce GHG tailpipe emissions; 2) reduce inefficient 

driving patterns; 3) eliminate collisions and accident costs; and 4) reduce travel time. 

Reaching these goals entails the further cobenefits of improved air quality and greater 

national security. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Three primary components can be leveraged to integrate a Smart E-Highway system 

into existing highways: electric roads, wireless dynamic charging, and autonomous 

vehicles (AVs). 

 

1) Electric Roads 

Catenary wire systems currently power many train and bus systems, such as the 

Northeast and Keystone Amtrak train corridors and portions of Boston, MA’s MBTA 

public transit system.3,4 This technology is now being adapted for the commercial 

sector: in the Los Angeles, CA area, a catenary system is being tested to replace diesel 

trucks along a main shipping artery.5 The greatest benefit lies in shifting emissions to 

cleaner point source generation. Instead of drawing power from an internal combustion 

																																																													
3 Amtrak, “What is a Catenary Wire?” http://goo.gl/XpT2KH. 
4 MBTA Capital Investment Program, “Revenue Vehicles,” https://goo.gl/eNtYPT.  
5 Nate Berg, “Los Angeles is Building an e-Highway,” City Lab (2014), http://goo.gl/tXRl6n.  
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motor, catenary cables draw from grid-connected power plants, potentially using a 

combination of renewable energy and carbon sequestration for fossil fuel combustion, 

bringing cleaner power directly to the customer. Shifting emissions from tail-pipe to point 

source also reduces the mobile NOx and PM pollution that cause dangerous air quality 

problems in heavily congested cities. Furthermore, providing on-road power supply 

reduces the need for additional fueling or charging stations.  

 

Currently, combustion vehicles operate independently of a centralized power network. 

Providing comparable independence in an electric system would require either a 

catenary network on all roadways or a means of energy storage within the vehicle akin 

to current hybrid or battery vehicles. We address this issue in the following section.  

 

Hybrids and Battery EVs 

Responding to consumer concerns, many modern automotive manufacturers have 

begun incorporating batteries into vehicle designs for back-up or supplemental power. 

EVs are powered entirely from electricity stored in the battery delivered from external 

sources, regenerative breaking, or other means.6 However, range anxiety is a genuine 

concern for EV owners: most current models offer less than 100 miles per charge. 

Recharging is time consuming, taking between 40 minutes and several hours 

depending on the charger type and battery capacity (Appendix 1).7 Simply increasing 

the battery size is technologically complicated and presently cost prohibitive, so 

increasing EV range currently requires strategic deployment of high-voltage chargers. 	

																																																													
6 “How do Battery Electric Cars Work?” http://goo.gl/80QmtU.  
7 “Levels of Charging,” http://goo.gl/hVz22c.  
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2) Wireless Charging 

Installing the massive above-ground infrastructure of a catenary system is an 

impractical way of electrifying roadways used by light duty vehicles. Wirelessly 

transmitting electricity is an equally effective but less cumbersome alternative. Nikola 

Tesla first demonstrated the ability to transmit power wirelessly in the 1890’s,8 although 

this technology is only now being realized through wireless charging of cell phones and 

electric vehicles. In this process, an electrified coil transmits energy through an 

electromagnetic field to a receiving coil attached to a battery. Receiving coils are 

inexpensive adapters that can be fitted to most existing EVs, regardless of battery type. 

Several companies are already selling stationary wireless vehicle charging pads and 

adapters that simplify recharging and reduce the risk of forgetting to charge a vehicle 

while reducing charging efficiency by no more than 10%9.  

 

Dynamic wireless charging (DWC) is the more advanced application of Tesla’s hundred 

year old technology. Instead of idling over a single transmitting coil, the battery is 

continually charged by passing over a series of optimaly spaced coils embedded in the 

road. This allows the EV to instantenously replenish the energy used for propulsion and 

avoid depleting stored battery power, alleviating range concerns. Wireless dynamic 

charging systems are not yet commonly deployed. However, a United Kingdom study 

recently identified an existing OLEV (On-Line Electric Vehicle) system developed by the 

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) as the most current,  

																																																													
8 Kelly Dickerson, “Wireless Electricity? How the Tesla Coil Works,” (2014), http://goo.gl/u3iXom 
9 Qualcomm Halo. https://www.qualcomm.com/products/halo/features 
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advanced and deployable pilot technology.10 In 2013, a 15-mile OLEV bus route was 

unveiled in Gumi, South Korea, using this system.11 Though slight transmission losses 

reduce energy efficiency, the system instantaneously matches EV power demands.  

 

 
Figure 1.  OLEV-powered roadway schematic (Image courtesy of Utah State University) 

 

A DWC system like OLEV powers sections of wireless coils with roadside inverters, 

which in turn are powered by the grid (Figure 1). Though this requires building costly 

transmission insfrastructure, it allows vehicle energy use to be met by local electricity 

generators. If the generation mix is primarily comprised of affordable, low emission 

power like renewable energy, natural gas, or nuclear plants, then electric transport 

would be both cheaper and cleaner.  

 

3) Autonomous vehicles (AVs) 

An important technical challenge of DWC is that vehicles must be correctly aligned with 

the coils while passing over them. Similarly, vehicles must pass over the coils at 

																																																													
10 “Feasibility study - powering electric vehicles on Eng land's major roads,” http://goo.gl/la8AmC. 
11 Sebastian Anthony, “World’s first road-powered electric vehicle network switches on in South Korea,” (2013), 
http://goo.gl/LaJb4i. 
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consistent intervals to allow a full charge cycle to complete (OLEV: 0.9 s/cycle). This 

leads us to our third technological component: vehicle automation. The National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) measures vehicle automation between 

level 0 (complete driver control) and level 4 (complete safety-critical vehicle driving).12 

Optimizing wireless energy transfer requires two level 3 autonomous features already in 

use by a few high end cars. Real time lane stabilization ensures that vehicles maintain a 

consistent position in a lane, thus guaranteeing correct alignment with roadway coils. 

Adaptive cruise control automatically adjusts speed to maintain the optimal distance 

from other vehicles.  

 

Autonomous technology is often limited by the speed and quality through which it can 

gather and process data. GPS and radio wave monitoring can be slow and innacurate. 

With DWC, sensors are easily embedded alongside the coils and traffic flow data can 

be quickly, accurately gathered and analyzed. This can yield a smart transportation 

network enabling system-wide adjustements like automatically changing the speed limit 

or traffic light intervals to ensure optimal speed and spacing for effective charging. 

These tools can also provide external benefits like reducing congestion and power 

consumption due to inefficient driver habits, improve maintenance assessments, and 

create a safer, less accident-prone road system.  

 

  

																																																													
12 NHTSA, “U.S. Department of Transportation Releases Policy on Automated Vehicle Development,” (2013), 
http://goo.gl/kMF3Yw. 
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SUPPLY CHAIN & STAKEHOLDERS  

Shifting towards an electric transport system will impact five distinct stakeholder groups: 

vehicle owners/operators, vehicle and component manufacturers, fuel providers, 

roadway construction/maintenance crews and first responders. 

 

Vehicle & Components Manufacturers 

EV compatiblity with DWC systems requires attaching a wireless power receiver to the 

battery that pairs with the E-Highway’s power emitting coil. Although third parties can 

perform this fairly simple installation, mandating factory installation would improve 

reliability and facilitate adoption of an industry standard.  

 

Standardizing AV systems requires a slightly different approach. While they are 

beginning to appear in high-end cars, AV systems remain expensive and complex; an 

inter-industry partnership between car and information technology companies will be 

critical to successfully realizing AV’s benefits in safety and efficiency. We recommend 

appointing an inter-industry task force to identify the most suitable system for efficient 

and economical adoption. 

 

Roadway and Cost Components 

Installing and maintaining OLEV’s double coil technology will require new materials and 

specialized training. Given the electrical aspect of this design, specific safety 

precautions will have to be adopted, particularly in climates with snow, sand or heavy 

rain. The charging lane’s dependency on the power grid will further require specific 
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transmission connections, increasing overhead and maintenance costs. A majority of 

US state highway disbursements are already directed towards capital outlay and 

maintenance (62%),13 and revenue from the gas tax, tolls, and fees currently only cover 

approximately 50% of the needed maintenance costs. To minimize concerns of 

workforce reallocation and reduced funding, states should prepare a detailed pricing 

scheme demonstrating means for protecting worker benefits. Standardizing the 

equipment and components can also reduce delays and errors in the supply chain, 

minimizing workforce disturbance during the transition. 

 

Fuel providers and utilities 

As new policies require car manufacturers to promote EVs in order to reach renewable 

energy and GHG reduction targets, utilities are seeking repositories for the excess 

energy generated by variable renewable resources. Our pilot state, California, is a prime 

environment—with an aggressive electricity generation target of 50% by 203014 and an 

energy storage procurement target of 1.3GW by 202015, it needs a fast and sustainable 

strategy for achieving state goals (Figure 2). Following the state’s mandate that 70% 

VMT be powered by electricity by 2050, E-highway infrastructure offers a reliable 

demand for the utilities’ additional power.  California leads the country in number of 

charging stations per state (21.6% of national total).16 The existing West Coast Green 

																																																													
13 FHWA, “Highway Finance Data Collection,” https://goo.gl/7I0Xzf. 
14 “California Renewable Energy Overview and Programs,” http://goo.gl/cqP4uK. 
15 St. John, Jeff, “California Sets Energy Storage Target of 1.3GW by 2020,”  GreenTechMedia (July 11, 2013),  
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/california-sets-1.3gw-energy-storage-target-by-2020 
16	http://www.sacbee.com/news/business/article2606146.html		
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Highways charger network runs up the California coast to British Columbia, providing a 

robust foundation for expanding the region’s EV network.17 

 

In 2045, our economic model calculates a 500kW generating capacity requirement to 

power a 10 mile section of E-Highway, assuming constant charging of vehicles on the 

roadway.  In 2015, California unveiled a 550MW solar project near in the town of Desert 

Center, enough power dynamic charging along 1000 miles of the busiest E-Highway.18 

As the E-Highway system expands beyond the pilot to roadways with less traffic, less 

electricity will be required to meet charging demands. 

 
Figure 2. Change needed to meet California RPS mandate 

 

The gradual transition to grid-powered vehicles is likely to contribute to the declining 

demand for gasoline and diesel, while there may be a growing demand for natural gas 

to fuel centralized power generators.19 This may facilitate progress toward state and 

national emissions goals, reduce foreign oil dependence, and promote innovation in 

																																																													
17	“West	Coast	GreenHighway”,	http://www.westcoastgreenhighway.com/	
18 Sammy Roth, “World’s largest solar plant opens in California desert,” USA Today (2015), http://goo.gl/mrb78K. 
19 IBISWorld, “Pump & Compressor Manufacturing in the US,” (2015), http://goo.gl/TSLzuL. 
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utility market growth.  Creating a diversified energy economy that services a blend of 

fuel types may include retrofit of petrol stations to offer electric charging, battery swaps 

and liquid fuels, integrating these vendors into the mixed energy economy.” 

 

Vehicle owners and operators 

Safety and cost are foremost in a consumer’s mind, and our model provides long-term 

benefits in both areas. While adding wireless charging equipment and AV software will 

price vehicles above current ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicles and even hybrid 

and EVs, reductions in fueling costs, collision risk and travel time, as well as financial 

incentives for early adopters, yield significant cost savings. Freight companies will also 

see reductions in shipping costs and driver fatigue. 

Reliability and convenience are also valuable decision factors; many consumers 

currently have concerns around the reliability of EV charging infrastructure, and the 

control of AV software. Currently, hybrid and battery-powered vehicles can get up to 

300 miles per charge—this is comparable to most ICE vehicles and easily 

accommodates the 90+% of Americans who drive less than 10 miles a day. The AV 

system also adds ease and efficiency through its real-time data-based GPS system.  

 

First Responders 

Current police, patrol and EMT precautions account for the combustive properties of an 

ICE vehicle. A damaged E-highway or EV may expose first responders and passengers 

to electrical dangers and AV system malfunctions. Collaboration between designers, 
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manufacturers, and first responders will both mitigate the infrastructure’s inherent risks 

and yield a robust emergency response directive. 

 

ECONOMICS  

Financing an E-Highway project involves three primary costs: construction, power 

supply and maintenance. Construction is a fixed capital cost, while power supply and 

maintenance are subject to electricity price and roadway usage. To evaluate costs over 

30 years, we developed an Excel model for a 10 mile pilot E-Highway lane along 

California’s Highway 5 (Appendix 2). We assume that EV adoption increases steadily to 

help meet the state’s mandate of powering 70% VMT by electricity in 2050. While the 

proposed pilot employs one additional lane of travel for E-Highway-enabled vehicles, 

use of the lane is not restricted to EVs and can also provide benefits similar to those of 

an HOV lane. Our price for roadway use incorporates the 30-year construction and 

maintenance costs and total electricity cost, divided by total vehicles driving in the lane 

(both EV and conventional) during our planning horizon. All HOV-lane users pay a toll of 

about $0.25 per 10 mile trip, while an ICE vehicle driver also pays the petroleum cost for 

that distance. We use toll prices as a way to recuperate roadway expenses over the 30-

year planning horizon. 

 

One challenge of shifting away from a petroleum-based transport system is replacing 

the gas tax, which partially funds road maintenance. A demand-based rate system 

combining the concepts of smart-meter and a FastLane highway pass, incorporated into 

the E-Highway pricing scheme, could easily remedy this problem. For a fee, vehicles 

fueled by non-electric sources could pay for the time-savings advantage of driving in the 
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electric lane, which is expected to be less congested. A similarly proposed VMT tax in 

California20 would raise highway improvement funds to support this project by taxing 

total miles driven each year, while serving as a valuable policy implementation tool 

supporting a demand-based rate system and future nationwide CO2 tax measures. 

VMT taxes also have the advantage of reducing overall congestion as carpooling 

becomes a desirable mode of transit to reduce personal driving expenses. 

 
Figure 2. Drivers incur the cost of using the non-electrified  

roadway, consuming gas, and emitting CO2  
 
  
Cost recovery measures may be further mitigated by the cost savings achieved through 

the safety cobenefits of the AV and E-Highway system. The AV features proposed are 

expected to dramatically reduce the number of collisions, currently quantified at $240 

billion annually, through large reductions in human error21. This entails significant 

savings to society by way of health care, vehicle insurance premiums, and auto repairs. 

 

  

																																																													
20 Keith Laing, “California to test taxing drivers by the mile,” The Hill (2016), http://goo.gl/DGZH4v.  
21 CDC, “State-Specific Costs of Motor Vehicle Crash Deaths,” http://goo.gl/TKi3Le. 
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MARKETING 

One of the greatest challenges to our model is gaining stakeholder buy-in. Marketing 

strategies will target end-use consumers and focus on cost-savings through improved 

accessibility, mobility, and safety measures, as well as cobenefits of an electric fuel 

economy.  

 

Research shows that fuel cost savings are a leading incentive for consumers to 

purchase EVs instead of ICE vehicles, with trending improvements in battery material 

technology and storage capacity expected to drive further adoption of EVs. The current 

California EV market comprises 3% the total light duty automobile sales,22 with national 

average sales between 0.2% and 0.4%.23 These rates are expected to triple by 2018.24 

As the nationwide federal tax benefit and other incentives expire, new policies will need 

to be paired with manufacturer-led efforts to encourage further EV adoption. One 

example is expanding the Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate: putting more low emission 

vehicles on the road by 2025 will raise awareness of electricity as an alternative fuel. 

 

Consumer perceptions about risks of fire hazard and performance during inclement 

weather, as well as collision safety measures, reliability during power outages, electric 

shock, and electromagnetic radiation impacts on human health will need to be 

addressed through education, advertising campaigns and pilot projects25. Since these 

technologies have not yet seen widespread adoption, a marketing campaign should 

																																																													
22 Navigant, “Electric Vehicle Geographic Forecasts,” https://goo.gl/8xOOFa. 
23 NADA, “Market Beat,” (2016), https://goo.gl/OQLBLT. 
24 Bird, C. (2014). Hybrid and Electric Cars - US - January 2014. 
25 “Suvery: Consumers express concerns about electric, plug-in hybrid cars,” ConsumerReports (2012), 
http://goo.gl/KMK6Nf.  
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emphasize the AV software’s ability to detect and respond to inclement weather and 

collision risk, and directly address the potential for AV software malfunction. 

 

Local government bodies are both customers and marketing partners, and our model 

offers system-wide benefits that can improve a city’s livability score. Reduced emissions 

will lower the smog levels in major metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles, New York 

City, New Delhi, and Beijing, improving visibility and human and plant health. Wide-

spread adoption of E-highways will also lead to significant reductions in foreign oil 

dependence, minimizing city budget volatility and strengthening U.S. national security.  

As we consider rollout to the remainder of the US, initial expansion strategies will target 

major roadways in Portland, Seattle, New York, and Atlanta, four high-profile leaders in 

the EV movement featuring high model availability, established networks of public and 

DC charging systems, statewide incentives, low emission power grids, and high EV 

adoption rates.26  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS and CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the resource-intensive impacts of a growing global population, we identify a 

need to create a safer, more efficient driving experience.  Our strategy aims to alleviate 

health concerns through reduction of non-point CO2, NOx and particulate matter 

emissions, as well as a dramatic reduction in traffic fatalities.  We further seek to reduce 

or repurpose the roughly 100 million hours a day Americans spend driving27.  A major 

																																																													
26 Nic Lutsey et. al., “Assessment of Leading Electric Vehicle Promotion Activities in United States Cities,” (2015), 
http://goo.gl/gqjW07. 
27 
https://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/subject_areas/national_household_travel_survey/daily_travel.ht
ml 
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step in achieving these goals, the E-Highway leverage advances in battery storage and 

car electronics with emerging techniques for wirelessly charging moving vehicles and 

cutting edge vehicle automation to create a cleaner, safer roadway for American 

drivers. Shifting away from a gas tax to an amount-of-travel tax and travel-lane 

incentives for E-Highway users realizes cost savings within 20 years and cuts future 

emissions in half. These potential benefits can improve further if the electric grid 

powering the roadway aggressively switches to renewable energy generation. The initial 

pilot program on California Highway 5 will identify and overcome key issue areas, 

encourage adoption and build the supply chain for more economical deployment across 

the state’s highway system. Eventually, smart electric highways will criss-cross the land, 

offering American drivers a fast, clean, safe way to travel.  
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APPENDIX 1:  Charging and battery statistics 

Charger Type 

Level 1 (AC) - 

Traditional home 

charger 

Level 2 (AC) 
Level 3 (DC) - Fast 

charger 

Cost of Installation and 

Construction (per charger) 
1200 $2,300 to $6,000  $50,000 to $100,000 

Charging Time Needed  1 hour 1 hour 20 minutes 

Range Gain 2-5 miles 10-20 miles 50-70 miles 

Table 1.  Traditional Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment Costs28 

 

Vehicle Type 
Most Effective 

Battery Type 
Restrictions Benefits 

Light Duty BEV Lithium ion 
Weight limits battery 

capacity 

New models can easily incorporate 

adaptors in design 

Medium Van BEV Nickel Metal Hydride 

Range and speed 

limitations; cold weather 

compatibility issues 

Smaller battery required with 

dynamic charging 

Heavy Duty Truck / 

Bus PHEV 

Lithium ion 

phosphate 

(supercapacitor and 

battery technology) 

Only feasible in hybrid 

technology 

Higher total vehicle weight creates 

less impact from adaptor weight; 

battery can be 1/5 of traditional 

capacity when dynamic charging is 

efficient 

Table 2. Battery-type compatibility for E-Highway enabled vehicles 

  

																																																													
28 Josh Agenbroad et. al, “Pulling Back the Veil on EV Charging Station Costs,” RMI Outlet (2014), 
http://goo.gl/Yhua2I. 
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APPENDIX 2: Modeling equations 

Calculations used in our cost model for a 10-mile highway vs. e-Highway comparison. 

Total costs: 

TCE-Highway = e_hwy ⋅ (k0 +
Mt

(1+ i)t
)+

t=1

29

∑ 1
(1+ i)t

(EVt ⋅e_use ⋅
t=0

29

∑ P_elec+ ICEt ⋅
1

mpgt
⋅P_gas)

TCHighway = k0 +
Mt

(1+ i)t
+

t=1

29

∑ carst
(1+ i)t ⋅mpgt

(
t=0

29

∑ P_gas+CO2_gas ⋅CO2_tax)
 

Fleet growth, fuel efficiency improvement, and growth in EV share: 

carst = EVt + ICEt

carst = cars0 ⋅ (1+ pop_growth)
t
 

EVt = carst ⋅
EV_target

(1+ e
−( t
3
−ln(EV_target/EV0−1) )

 

mpgt =
mpg29 −mpg0

29
⋅ t +mpg0  

Variable Description Model Value Unit 

t  Year after starting point of 2015 0 to 29 (year) 

 kt  
Capital cost required for building highway lane 

in California 
$800,000 ($/mi) 

 Mt  
Cost of maintaining California highway each 

year 
$15,000 ($/mi) 

 e_hwy  
Price multiplier for e-Highway cost compared to 

baseline 
1.5 (%) 

 i  Interest rate 0.03 (%) 

 carst  
Total number of vehicles driving on the road 

each year 

function 

t0 = 10.9M  
(# of vehicles) 

 pop_growth  Average 10-year growth of LA population, used 0.0075 (%) 
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to estimate car increase 

 ICEt  
Number of conventional gasoline-powered cars 

driving on the road each year 
function (# of vehicles) 

 EVt  Number of EVs driving on the road each year function (# of vehicles) 

 EV_target  Calfornia target for EV share of VMT in 2050 0.7 (%) 

 e_use  
Electricity demand for an EV driving on a mile of 

e-Highway 
0.4885 (kWh/mi) 

 P_elec  
2014 average price of electricity of industrial 

constumers 
0.14 ($/kWh) 

 mpgt  
Fleet fuel efficiency improvement acccording to 

federal CAFÉ standards 

function 

t0 = 25 

t29 = 60 

(mi/gallon) 

 P_gas  2014 average price of gasoline 3.5 ($/gallon) 

 CO2_gas  CO2 content in one gallon of gas 0.00982 (short ton) 

 CO2_tax  Hypothetical tax on tailpipe CO2 emissions variable ($/short ton) 

Table 3. Variables and values used in the model 
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APPENDIX 3: Modeling results 

 

 

 

Highway 
($/year)

eHighway 
($/year)

Trips 
(cars/year)

EV Growth (% 
of vehicles)

EVs 
(trips/year)

ICE Cars 
(trips/year)

Fleet 
MPG

2015 0 800,000.00$   1,200,000.00$  1,216,667      0.20% 2,433            1,214,233            25.00     
2016 1 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,225,792      0.28% 3,418            1,222,374            26.21     
2017 2 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,234,985      0.39% 4,798            1,230,187            27.41     
2018 3 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,244,247      0.54% 6,731            1,237,516            28.62     
2019 4 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,253,579      0.75% 9,436            1,244,143            29.83     
2020 5 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,262,981      1.05% 13,212          1,249,770            31.03     
2021 6 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,272,454      1.45% 18,467          1,253,986            32.24     
2022 7 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,281,997      2.01% 25,755          1,256,242            33.45     
2023 8 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,291,612      2.77% 35,807          1,255,804            34.66     
2024 9 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,301,299      3.81% 49,571          1,251,728            35.86     
2025 10 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,311,059      5.20% 68,232          1,242,826            37.07     
2026 11 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,320,892      7.06% 93,199          1,227,693            38.28     
2027 12 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,330,798      9.47% 126,020        1,204,779            39.48     
2028 13 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,340,779      12.54% 168,193        1,172,587            40.69     
2029 14 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,350,835      16.35% 220,836        1,129,999            41.90     
2030 15 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,360,966      20.89% 284,250        1,076,716            43.10     
2031 16 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,371,174      26.07% 357,482        1,013,692            44.31     
2032 17 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,381,458      31.71% 438,096        943,361              45.52     
2033 18 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,391,818      37.53% 522,375        869,444              46.72     
2034 19 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,402,257      43.21% 605,966        796,291              47.93     
2035 20 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,412,774      48.47% 684,792        727,982              49.14     
2036 21 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,423,370      53.10% 755,821        667,549              50.34     
2037 22 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,434,045      57.00% 817,430        616,615              51.55     
2038 23 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,444,800      60.17% 869,319        575,481              52.76     
2039 24 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,455,636      62.66% 912,154        543,483              53.97     
2040 25 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,466,554      64.58% 947,134        519,420              55.17     
2041 26 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,477,553      66.03% 975,642        501,911              56.38     
2042 27 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,488,635      67.11% 999,017        489,618              57.59     
2043 28 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,499,799      67.90% 1,018,430     481,370              58.79     
2044 29 15,000.00$     22,500.00$       1,511,048      68.49% 1,034,850     476,198              60.00     

Roads Vehicles
Year

Fleet 

MPG

Gasoline 

(gallons/trip)

Gasoline 

(gallons/year)

Electricity 

(kWh/trip)

Electricity 

(kWh/year)

ICE (s.tons 

CO2/year)
CO2/kWh

EV (s.tons 

CO2/year)

eHighway 

CO2

Baseline no 

Evs

25.00     0.040 48,569.33     0.48825 1,188.08       477.0           -              -              477.0           477.9           

26.21     0.038 46,643.22     0.48825 1,668.64       458.0           0.7              0.6              458.6           459.3           

27.41     0.036 44,874.76     0.48825 2,342.55       440.7           0.7              0.8              441.5           442.4           

28.62     0.035 43,238.51     0.48825 3,286.60       424.6           0.7              1.1              425.7           426.9           

29.83     0.034 41,711.16     0.48825 4,607.13       409.6           0.7              1.5              411.1           412.7           

31.03     0.032 40,270.35     0.48825 6,450.55       395.5           0.6              2.1              397.5           399.6           

32.24     0.031 38,893.69     0.48825 9,016.68       381.9           0.6              2.8              384.7           387.6           

33.45     0.030 37,557.74     0.48825 12,575.03     368.8           0.6              3.8              372.6           376.4           

34.66     0.029 36,237.14     0.48825 17,482.99     355.8           0.6              5.2              361.0           366.0           

35.86     0.028 34,903.94     0.48825 24,203.26     342.8           0.6              7.0              349.7           356.3           

37.07     0.027 33,527.41     0.48825 33,314.47     329.2           0.6              9.3              338.6           347.3           

38.28     0.026 32,074.86     0.48825 45,504.37     315.0           0.5              12.4            327.4           338.9           

39.48     0.025 30,514.04     0.48825 61,529.21     299.6           0.5              16.3             315.9           331.0           

40.69     0.025 28,817.81     0.48825 82,120.07     283.0           0.5              21.1             304.1           323.6           

41.90     0.024 26,971.18     0.48825 107,823.12   264.9           0.5              26.8             291.7           316.6           

43.10     0.023 24,979.82     0.48825 138,785.11   245.3           0.5              33.5             278.8           310.1           

44.31     0.023 22,877.10     0.48825 174,540.35   224.7           0.5              40.7             265.4           303.9           

45.52     0.022 20,725.36     0.48825 213,900.60   203.5           0.5              48.2            251.8           298.0           

46.72     0.021 18,608.02     0.48825 255,049.44   182.7           0.4              55.5             238.3           292.5           

47.93     0.021 16,613.27     0.48825 295,862.84   163.1           0.4              62.1             225.3           287.3           

49.14     0.020 14,815.07     0.48825 334,349.70   145.5           0.4              67.6             213.1           282.3           

50.34     0.020 13,259.53     0.48825 369,029.70   130.2           0.4              71.8            202.0           277.6           

51.55     0.019 11,961.10     0.48825 399,110.16   117.5           0.4              74.5             192.0           273.2           

52.76     0.019 10,907.81     0.48825 424,445.16   107.1           0.4              75.9             183.0           268.9           

53.97     0.019 10,070.92     0.48825 445,359.09   98.9            0.3              76.2            175.1           264.9           

55.17     0.018 9,414.49       0.48825 462,437.97   92.5            0.3              75.5             168.0           261.0           

56.38     0.018 8,902.39       0.48825 476,357.25   87.4            0.3              74.1            161.5           257.4           

57.59     0.017 8,502.35       0.48825 487,769.81   83.5            0.3              72.1            155.6           253.9           

58.79     0.017 8,187.52       0.48825 497,248.31   80.4            0.3              69.6             150.0           250.5           

60.00     0.017 7,936.63       0.48825 505,265.48   77.9             0.3              66.8             144.7           247.3           

Vehicles Fuel Use Emissions


